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Bridging the Digital 
Divide using Web 
Performance



I. Understanding the Digital Divide.



What is the Digital divide? 
● Population Growth 

○ The population of the UK has been steadily increasing for years 
● Ageing Population 

○ People are living longer, better healthcare, healthier lives, better 
living conditions 

● Life Expectancy increasing 
○ In the UK: 81 years for men, 84 years for women 

● Demographic Shift 
○ Ageing population puts pressure on social and healthcare 

systems.



The Digital Divide is 
those people “left 
behind”



● Socioeconomic status 
○ Come from a family with less disposable income to spend on luxuries 

like mobile phones, iPads etc

● Geographic location 

○ Some areas of the country have poor connectivity

○ Underfunded education system


● Lack of opportunity 
○ Simply not had anyone in their life to teach them

○ Always get person “x” to do it for them.


● Don’t see the benefit 
○ Lack of motivation because they don’t understand the benefit of what 

the technology can bring.

● Scared of change or Technology 

○ “I’ve always done it this way, why change?”, “Technology is going to 
take my job”



II. Why is it important to bridge the 
Digital divide?



● Social Inclusion and Empowerment 
○ Existing social inequalities can be exacerbated, leading to further social and 

civic exclusion.

● Access to Information and Knowledge 

○ Ensure that everyone has equal opportunities to access information and 
knowledge.


● Economic Opportunities 
○ Many job opportunities and economic activities rely on digital technologies.


● Education and Skill Development 
○  Digital technologies play a crucial role in modern education.


● Health and Wellbeing 
○ Access to digital technologies can improve healthcare outcomes and a 

person's overall well-being.

● Bridge the Global Knowledge Gap 

○ Knowledge fosters a more inclusive and interconnected global community.




III. How can Web Performance help?



1. Optimised and Efficient Web Design



Rural connectivity





Derwentwater Independent Hostel 

● No mobile service available 
● 150+ guests 
● Limited Wi-Fi only available in 2 rooms downstairs 
● Limited bandwidth: 3.4 Mbps down, 8.2 Mbps up 
● “Free Wi-Fi, although speed and bandwidth, is 

limited by our rural location.”



UK Connectivity Map 
● Updated 15th July ‘23 by 

thinkbroadband.com 
● Orange = under 10 Mbps 
● Red = under 2 Mbps 
● Clear = very little to zero connectivity 



Ofcom Connected Nations update—
Spring 2023





UK Connectivity Map 
● Updated 15th July ‘23 by 

thinkbroadband.com 
● Orange = under 10 Mbps 
● Red = under 2 Mbps 
● Clear = very little to zero connectivity 



The Communications and Digital 
Committee report—29th June 2023



Source: UK Parliament – The Government has “no credible strategy” to tackle digital exclusion – 29 June ‘23



“The Government’s ambition to make the 
UK a technology superpower and boost 
economic growth is being undermined by 
high levels of digital exclusion. The 
Committee says the scale of the problem is 
a ‘direct consequence of political 
lethargy’”.



● 4 million people are still unable to complete a single basic digital task to 
get online.


● 5 million workers will be acutely under skilled in basic digital skills by 
2030.


● 7 million households have no broadband or mobile internet access.

● Approximately £63 Billion is lost each year to the UK economy due to 

overall digital skills shortages.

● 1 million people have cut back or cancelled their internet packages in the 

last year due to affordability issues.




Recommendations 
● Urgent action to help with the cost of living crisis

● Investment in basic skills.

● Boosting digital inclusion hubs

● Future-proofing public services




“Digital exclusion is a moving target. As technology develops, 
people currently confident using IT at work and home will 
need to keep refreshing their skills to avoid being left behind. 
We can’t assume younger people are digital natives who 
won’t need to develop new skills. We need to ensure 
everyone and all age groups have the digital skills they need 
to operate and the opportunities to keep developing those 
skills as technologies change.”

- Baroness Stowell of Beeston (Chair of the Committee)



Responsibility?



1. At all levels of government, sensible policy needs to be enacted to ensure 
equal access to digital resources.


2. Private sector Tech companies can take the initiative to make their 
products more accessible and affordable.


3. Non-profit organizations already work directly to combat the digital divide 
by providing equipment, training. 


4. Schools and universities should incorporate digital literacy into their 
curriculums and provide resources for learning these new skills.


5. On a smaller scale, individuals can help reduce the digital divide by 
donating old equipment, volunteering their time to teach digital literacy 
skills.


6. Groups like the United Nations or World Bank often provide funding and 
support for projects aimed at reducing the digital divide, especially in 
developing countries.






UK Connectivity Map 
● Updated 15th July ‘23 by 

thinkbroadband.com 
● Orange = under 10 Mbps 
● Red = under 2 Mbps 
● Clear = very little to zero connectivity 



“Earlier this year (2022), ITU reported that 
2.7 billion people – roughly one-third of the 
global population – remain unconnected to 
the Internet.”

Source: Internet more affordable and widespread, but world’s poorest still shut off from online opportunities—
International Telecommunications Union (ITU)



“…for the average consumer in most low-
income economies, the cost of fixed or 
mobile broadband services remains too 
high.”

Source: Internet more affordable and widespread, but world’s poorest still shut off from online opportunities—
International Telecommunications Union (ITU)



“A basic mobile data plan in these 
countries was found to cost on average 9 
percent of average income”

Source: Internet more affordable and widespread, but world’s poorest still shut off from online opportunities—
International Telecommunications Union (ITU)





● There are 7 million households in the UK alone that could be your next 
customers, potentially worth billions to the economy.


● 2.7 billion people – roughly one-third of the global population aren’t on the 
internet yet!


● If you want massive growth in whatever sector you work in, target these 
people by bridging the digital divide. 


● Web performance is a key requirement for being successful in these low-
income economies.




“A rising tide lifts all boats”  
- John F. Kennedy



2. Mobile-First Design















“Where is the government web site for 
grown-ups? The whole of “gov.uk” is 
obviously designed for primary school 
children and those with special educational 
needs.”  
- Howard Andrews, posted on 27 October 2012

Source: GOV.UK – The start of a new way of delivering public services—Francis Maude, 16 October 2012



Source: GDS Blog – When will more people visit GOV.UK using a mobile or tablet than a PC? - 8 January ‘14













51,989 screen resolutions!





GOV.UK Game console usage (Jan ‘23): 
● PlayStation 4 – 571 
● Xbox – 171 
● PlayStation Vita – 19 
● PlayStation 3 – 16 
● Nintendo 3DS – 4 
● Nintendo Wii U – 4 



Source: The unreasonable effectiveness of simple HTML—Terence Eden’s Blog,  26th January 2021

“It’s shit, but it worked.”  
- young woman at a housing benefit office, London, using GOV.UK on a PlayStation Portable (PSP) 





3. Accessibility Considerations and 
Digital exclusion







“We're all just temporarily abled”  
- Abraham Lincoln







Hello! 👋







Web Almanac 2022 Part II Chapter 11: 
Accessibility



“Though there have been some improvements—for 
example, adoption of ‘:focus-visible’ has increased 
by almost 9% this year. Our analysis shows that 
there are still a lot of straightforward fixes, such as 
colour contrast and image ‘alt’ attributes, that 
could cause high impacts if addressed.”

Source: Web Almanac 2022 – Part II Chapter 11: Accessibility



“no MVP without accessibility”  
- Anna E. Cook

Source: Web Almanac 2022 – Part II Chapter 11: Accessibility





4. Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)



Source: wondernetwork.com – Global Ping Statistics





Source: Time to First Byte: What It Is and Why It Matters – Harry Roberts – August 2019

“While a good TTFB doesn’t 
necessarily mean you will have 
a fast website, a bad TTFB 
almost certainly guarantees a 
slow one.”  
- Harry Roberts



Resilience













GOV.UK 4th January 2021 stats 
● 3,400,000 concurrent sessions

● 3,200,000 concurrent “users”

● Around 88,000 requests per second

● 5.1 Gbps bandwidth out at the peak

● 99% cache hit rate at the CDN

● Out of the 17M page requests made between 8–9pm, GOV.UK served only 

21 5xx errors!






Accessibility





Source: Worldwide mobile data pricing 2022 – The cost of 1 GB of mobile data in 233 countries – www.cable.co.uk



If CDN providers align their services with the 
specific needs and challenges of underserved 
communities, they can contribute to bridging the 
digital divide and ensure that more people around 
the world can benefit from the opportunities 
provided by digital technology.



5. Data Compression



Source: Worldwide mobile data pricing 2022 – The cost of 1 GB of mobile data in 233 countries – www.cable.co.uk



Source: Web Almanac 2021

Desktop: 5.3% reduction

Mobile: 4.5% reduction

Uncompressed Assets



Source: CDN Planet

Major CDN compression offerings 

Brotli compression at the edge: 
● Fastly 
● Cloudflare 
● Akamai 
● CloudFront 



Source: All the way up to 11 – Cloudflare blog – June‘23



Source: All the way up to 11 – Cloudflare blog – June ‘23

“…by utilizing Brotli compression, 
particularly at its highest levels, which can 
lead to improved website performance, 
faster page load times…”



Source: Worldwide mobile data pricing 2022 – The cost of 1 GB of mobile data in 233 countries – www.cable.co.uk



Source: BBC News – Coronavirus: Village life 'abysmal' without broadband – April 2020

”People in Pandy, Wrexham, in the Ceiriog 
Valley, say they typically get broadband 
speeds of 1 MB or less, have limited 
mobile phone signal and no 4G.” 

Broadband and phone signal is so bad in 
her home in mid-Wales, she often has to 
go up a hill to get 4G. 



UK Connectivity Map 
● Updated 15th July ‘23 by 

thinkbroadband.com 
● Orange = under 10 Mbps 
● Red = under 2 Mbps 
● Clear = very little to zero connectivity 



Data compression can help reduce the size of data 
sent over the network, improving load times and 
reducing data usage, which can be critical for 
users with limited data plans.



6. Offline Capabilities & PWA’s





Source: Can I Use? Service Workers – September 2023



Source: Formidable.com

The PWA ended up being 233 KB, 99.84% smaller 
than the 148 MB size of the original iOS mobile app







The #webperf community is wonderful!
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Fin! 
Thanks for listening! 
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